
Oil

Monday was another largely neutral day on the international oil markets. Increasing tensions in the Middle East between Iran and Israel 
was not enough to provide any real upside to the market, although the Brent front month contract still closed at 63,28 USD/bbl, up 0,33 
USD/bbl from Friday. Vaccine programs are going well in both the US and the UK, which also helps the market rise, and the first signals 
Tuesday morning are bullish as well.

Gas
European gas prices continued to climb on an overall bullish day across the markets Monday. The weekend did not offer milder weather 
forecasts to Europe, so especially the short term contracts had to adjust for further days with below-average temperatures. Bullish 
carbon and oil markets helped the long end of the curve rise as well. 

Coal
The cold weather forecasts offered renewed bullish support to the European coal market yesterday. Generation demand is above aver-
age as temperatures are around 5 degrees below average in Germany, and other parts of Central Europe. The API 2 Cal-22 contract rose 
to 71,52 USD/t and appears to stabilize early Tuesday.

Carbon
Following a minor downwards adjustment on the European carbon market Friday, the general uptrend returned yesterday. Once again, 
the market reached new all-time highs, a weekly event on the market over the last months. The benchmark contract settled at 44,48 
EUR/t and even though the market will eventually continue upwards, we could be up for falling prices today.

Hydro
Temperatures in the Nordic area during the forthcoming ten days are expected to average 2-3 degrees below normal. The next few 
days will be the coldest and even though the level will rise next week, we will likely remain below normal. Precipitation amounts will drop 
below average during the coming days and the outlook is still bullish for the Nordic power market. 

Germany

On a very bullish day across the fuel and carbon markets, the German power market edged up as well Monday. The country’s Cal-22 
contract climbed 0,58 EUR/MWh to 57,43 EUR/MWh, with very cold spring weather adding to the bullish sentiment. Spot prices are high 
as well due to the cold weather. Today, the carbon market appears to consolidate following yesterday’s record high and we therefore 
expect a neutral or slightly bearish day for German power.

Equities
We saw a slightly bearish opening to the week on the European stock markets, possibly caused by rising interest rates both in Europe 
and in the US. Tuesday, focus will once again be on the development with the corona virus vaccine programs and the markets will also 
have eyes on consumer price data from the US. We expect a rebound in Europe following yesterday’s losses. 

Conclusion

This week opened like last week ended, with a big upwards adjustment on the Nordic power market. The weekend had not changed the 
weather outlook anything noteworthy, and the prospect of even more days with cold and dry weather caused further gains on the short 
end of the curve. Bullish carbon, fuels and German power added to the upside, with the Q3-21 and YR-22 contracts settling at 31,40 
EUR/MWh and 27,75 EUR/MWh. Today, we could see further climbs due to the continuously cold and dry forecasts, but they will likely 
not be as big as the previous sessions.
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11-apr 47,98 47,75 26,51 39,78 26,10 41,39 37,28 May 47,63 49,25 34,50 47,75 45,25 34,75 30,75 May 61,31 52,65 62,30

12-apr 44,58 43,31 38,27 42,06 40,77 44,23 40,68 Q3-21 53,95 55,95 38,40 49,45 50,03 32,85 29,95 Q3-21 61,80 52,28 0,00

13-apr 49,20 47,82 40,84 47,35 49,72 43,68 41,73 2022 46,18 49,31 31,43 40,81 35,48 33,11 26,93 2022 62,41 52,48 0,00


